Interns at MICL, SCSE with Prof. Chng Eng Siong
(From left to right)

**Nisha Agarwal**
Major: Electrical Engineering
Undergraduate Student from Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee, India
LinkedIn Profile: [www.linkedin.com/in/nisha-agarwal-91904a122/](http://www.linkedin.com/in/nisha-agarwal-91904a122/)
Speech Emotion Recognition, May – July 2018

**Mai Trung Duc**
Major: Software Engineering
Undergraduate Student from Hanoi University of Science and Technology
LinkedIn Profile: [https://www.linkedin.com/in/duc-mai-trung-505b58120/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/duc-mai-trung-505b58120/)
Query by Example Spoken Term Detection, April – October 2018
Vishnu H Nair
Major: Chemistry
Undergraduate student from Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai, India
LinkedIn profile: www.linkedin.com/in/vishnuhnair
Voice conversion using Deep Learning, May - July 2018

Upamanyu Ghose
Major: Computer Science and Engineering
Undergraduate Student from Manipal Institute of Technology, Manipal, India
LinkedIn Profile: www.linkedin.com/in/upamanyu-ghose-7b1681130/
Human Emotion Detection Using Multiple Biosensors, May – July 2018

Tran To Anh
Major: Econometrics and Data Science
Undergraduate Student from Maastricht University, The Netherlands
LinkedIn Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/t-anh-tran-978b759b/
Human Emotion Detection Using Multiple Biosensors, June 18 – August 13 2018

Xiaohai Tian
Major: Voice conversion, TTS
Ph.D of Computer Science and Engineering, NTU

Sottithat Winyarat (Tutch)
Major: Computer Science
Undergraduate Student from Columbia University, NY, USA
LinkedIn Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sottithat-tutch-winyarat-69a26a85/
Text Imputation-- Finding a missing word given surrounding context words, June 1 - Aug 1 2018

Pham Van Tung
Major: Speech processing
PhD student in Nanyang Technological University
Linkedin Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tungpv85/

Spoken Term Detection

Yerbolat Khassanov

Major: Speech processing

PhD student from Nanyang Technological University

Linkedin Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/khassanov/

Language model domain adaptation